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GPGPUs

• Massive Parallelism 
• High memory throughput
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Fig. 1. GPU Architecture [NVIDIA 2016a]

Fig. 2. GPU Memory architecture [NVIDIA 2016a]

2.2. Modern GPU Computing Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of a modern GPU device. To support mas-
sive parallel computing, a GPU typically consists of several streaming multiproces-
sors (SMs), each of which is composed of a number of GPU cores (alternatively called
streaming processors), special functional units, registers, double-precision unit(s) and
a thread scheduler. Each GPU core has the scalar integer and floating point arithmetic
units, where most instructions of a GPU program are executed. A GPU core supports
multithreading, typically supporting 32 to 96 threads in the current hardware.

The memory of a GPU device can be divided into two hierarchies: on-device memory
and on-chip memory, which is shown in Figure 2. The on-device memory is the Dynamic
Random Access Memory (DRAM), which is logically divided into local memory, global
memory, constant memory and texture memory; while the on-chip memory consists
of several physical components, including register shared memory, L1/L2 cache, and
constant & texture cache. Each thread has the access to a small and exclusive part of
the on-device local memory, while all the threads can access the global memory. The
logical constant and texture memory are mainly designed for graphical computations
in image processing.
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GPU Memory Architecture
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CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture)

• Kernel (CUDA program)
• Grids
• A set of threads executing the 

same kernel
• Read/write from/to global 

memory

• Blocks 
• a set of threads cooperate 

through barrier sync. and shared 
memory  

• threads are scheduled in groups 
of 32 threads, called warps
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Challenges of Adopting GPU for Graph 
Processing
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Data Layout and Memory Access Patterns

• Each access of the on-device global memory is slow
• GPU would coalesce the memory accesses, if the threads in a warp access consecutive 

global memory spaces; 

• The on-chip shared memory is of high speed
• It’s divided into 32 banks, which can be read concurrently by the threads in a warp
• Each bank can only be accessed sequentially
• Bank conflict: multiple threads access the same bank.

• To maximize GPU performance, the algorithms should have regular 
memory access patterns

• Unfortunately, graph data structures and graph algorithms are often not 
regular.
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Workload Mapping

• Load balancing within GPU
• Degrees of vertices vary significantly

• Mapping workload between CPU and GPU
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Miscellaneous

• Branch divergence
• Different threads take different paths
• Only one path can be executed by the threads in a warp in GPU

• Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Graph Processing
• Synchronous processing may converge slower
• Asynchronous processing: expensive to sequentialize the processes
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A Survey of Graph Processing Systems on 
GPUs 
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Programming Models

• Most frameworks adopt the BSP execution model
• Pregel’s message passing model
• TOTEM [Gharaibeh et al. 2012], Medusa [Zhong and He 2014]
• Difficult to handle a large number of messages received by a vertex

• PowerGraph’s GAS model 
• VertexAPI2 [Elsen and Vaidyanathan 2013], MapGraph [Fu et al. 2014], and CuSha

[Khorasani et al. 2014]
• Does not provide the flexibility to optimize the GPU performance

• Data-centric models
• GunRock [Wang et al. 2016]

• Core data structure: frontiers
• Traversal operators manipulating frontiers: Advance, Filter, Segment Intersection
• Compute operator on elements within the frontiers. 
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Data Layout and Memory Access Pattern

• CSR
• Very compact
• neighbors’ values not consecutive

• Random non-coalesced access
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(a) Example graph. (b) CSR representation of the graph.

Figure 2: An example graph and its CSR representation.

shows an example of a graph and its CSR representation us-
ing its incoming edges. As we can see, the neighborhood of
vertex 2 (shown in green) is represented by VertexValues[1]
and VertexValues[7] and the sub-array EdgeValues[4:5].

To process graphs on GPUs, Virtual Warp-Centric tech-
nique [12] has been shown to perform better than other tech-
niques like [10]. Here, the physical warp is broken into 2,
4, 8 or 16 smaller virtual warps to control the trade-o↵ be-
tween GPU underutilization and path divergence. Process-
ing is done iteratively such that each iteration is performed
by a separate GPU kernel call. In each iteration, a virtual
warp handles the computation of a set of vertices. For each
vertex, threads within the virtual warp process the vertex
neighbors in parallel; each of its incoming edges is read and
processed by a separate thread in the virtual warp. Then,
parallel reduction technique [11] is used to calculate the new
vertex value. Even though Virtual Warp-Centric method
achieves faster graph processing compared to other tech-
niques, its performance is limited by two major phenomena:
high non-coalesced memory accesses; and high GPU under-
utilization & intra-warp path divergence. We elaborate upon
these drawbacks next.

Non-Coalesced Accesses: As discussed, SrcIndxs[i] and
SrcIndxs[i+ 1] represent non-consecutive indices in Vertex-
Values array. Hence, parallel reading of these values by
threads in a virtual warp leads to random non-coalesced
memory accesses requiring multiple ine�cient memory trans-
actions. Note that a major portion of graph processing is
reading these vertex structures over and over again, making
the problem very significant. Table 2 shows the average e�-
ciency of memory accesses for di↵erent applications. Global
memory access e�ciency essentially tells how well coalesced
global accesses are. Such low percentages of e�ciency in-
dicates that a great number of accesses were fulfilled using
greater than minimal number of transactions due to poor
locality of data of interest.

Underutilization & Intra-warp Divergence: Graph
processing is highly sensitive to the degrees of vertices in
the input graph. Processing of a low-degree vertex causes
threads within the virtual warp to remain idle, leading to
GPU underutilization. If we select a smaller virtual warp
size to decrease underutilization, di↵erent amounts of com-
putation load for threads inside the physical warp cause
intra-warp path divergence. Figure 1 shows that real world
graphs have a mix of low and high degree vertices. Ta-
ble 2 shows that the warp execution e�ciency is quite low
for eight graph applications on di↵erent input graphs. High
intra-warp divergence and GPU underutilization limit warp
execution e�ciency; thus, degrading the overall performance
of the GPU kernel.

Application Global Warp

Name Memory Execution

Accesses

Breadth-First-Search (BFS) 12.8%-15.8% 27.8%-38.5%

Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) 14.0%-19.6% 29.7%-39.4%

PageRank (PR)[23] 10.4%-14.0% 25.3%-38.0%

Connected Components (CC) 12.7%-20.6% 29.9%-35.5%

Single Source Widest Path (SSWP) 14.5%-20.0% 29.7%-38.4%

Neural Network (NN)[3] 13.5%-17.8% 28.2%-37.4%

Heat Simulation (HS) 14.5%-18.1% 27.6%-36.3%

Circuit Simulation (CS) 12.0%-18.8% 28.4%-35.5%

Table 2: CSR-based Virtual Warp-Centric method [12] for
graphs in Table 1: Minimum and maximum e�ciency of
global memory accesses and warp execution across all itera-
tions between all graphs.

In conclusion, even though CSR representation is a pop-
ular choice because of its space-e�ciency, high frequency of
non-coalesced memory accesses because of poor locality and
path divergence because of variable degree distribution of
real graphs, significantly limit its performance while pro-
cessing graphs on GPUs. In addition, the user is always
trapped in a trade-o↵ between intra-warp path divergence
and GPU underutilization which has a di↵erent best con-
figuration for di↵erent graphs. This motivates the need to
explore novel graph representations that are GPU friendly
and allow faster processing.

3. CUSHA GRAPH REPRESENTATIONS
In this section we discuss two graph representations that

result in improved coalescence in memory accesses and high
GPU utilization and hence achieve higher performance.

3.1 G-Shards
Representing a graph with shards has been shown to im-

prove I/O performance for disk based graph processing on a
shared memory system [14]. Since shards allow contiguous
placement of the graph data required by a subset of compu-
tations, G-Shards uses the shard concept to secure benefits
from coalesced accesses.
G-Shards presents a graph G as a set of shards where

each shard is an ordered list of incoming edges and each
edge e = (u, v) in the shard is represented by a 4-tuple:

• SrcIndex : Index of the source vertex u

• SrcValue: Content of source vertex u

• EdgeValue: Content or weight of the edge e

• DestIndex : Index of the destination vertex v

The set of shards used to represent a graph G exhibit the
following properties:

• Partitioned : V is partitioned into disjoint sets of ver-
tices and each set is represented by a shard such that
it stores all the edges whose destination is in that set.

• Ordered : The edges in a shard are listed based on in-
creasing order of their SrcIndex.

Figure 3(a) shows G-Shards representation for the graph
shown in Figure 2(a). We divide the vertex-set into two
groups so that Shard-0 has the list of edges whose destina-
tion is between 0 to 3 and Shard-1 has the list of edges whose

(a) Example graph.
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Figure 2: An example graph and its CSR representation.

shows an example of a graph and its CSR representation us-
ing its incoming edges. As we can see, the neighborhood of
vertex 2 (shown in green) is represented by VertexValues[1]
and VertexValues[7] and the sub-array EdgeValues[4:5].

To process graphs on GPUs, Virtual Warp-Centric tech-
nique [12] has been shown to perform better than other tech-
niques like [10]. Here, the physical warp is broken into 2,
4, 8 or 16 smaller virtual warps to control the trade-o↵ be-
tween GPU underutilization and path divergence. Process-
ing is done iteratively such that each iteration is performed
by a separate GPU kernel call. In each iteration, a virtual
warp handles the computation of a set of vertices. For each
vertex, threads within the virtual warp process the vertex
neighbors in parallel; each of its incoming edges is read and
processed by a separate thread in the virtual warp. Then,
parallel reduction technique [11] is used to calculate the new
vertex value. Even though Virtual Warp-Centric method
achieves faster graph processing compared to other tech-
niques, its performance is limited by two major phenomena:
high non-coalesced memory accesses; and high GPU under-
utilization & intra-warp path divergence. We elaborate upon
these drawbacks next.

Non-Coalesced Accesses: As discussed, SrcIndxs[i] and
SrcIndxs[i+ 1] represent non-consecutive indices in Vertex-
Values array. Hence, parallel reading of these values by
threads in a virtual warp leads to random non-coalesced
memory accesses requiring multiple ine�cient memory trans-
actions. Note that a major portion of graph processing is
reading these vertex structures over and over again, making
the problem very significant. Table 2 shows the average e�-
ciency of memory accesses for di↵erent applications. Global
memory access e�ciency essentially tells how well coalesced
global accesses are. Such low percentages of e�ciency in-
dicates that a great number of accesses were fulfilled using
greater than minimal number of transactions due to poor
locality of data of interest.

Underutilization & Intra-warp Divergence: Graph
processing is highly sensitive to the degrees of vertices in
the input graph. Processing of a low-degree vertex causes
threads within the virtual warp to remain idle, leading to
GPU underutilization. If we select a smaller virtual warp
size to decrease underutilization, di↵erent amounts of com-
putation load for threads inside the physical warp cause
intra-warp path divergence. Figure 1 shows that real world
graphs have a mix of low and high degree vertices. Ta-
ble 2 shows that the warp execution e�ciency is quite low
for eight graph applications on di↵erent input graphs. High
intra-warp divergence and GPU underutilization limit warp
execution e�ciency; thus, degrading the overall performance
of the GPU kernel.

Application Global Warp

Name Memory Execution

Accesses

Breadth-First-Search (BFS) 12.8%-15.8% 27.8%-38.5%

Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) 14.0%-19.6% 29.7%-39.4%

PageRank (PR)[23] 10.4%-14.0% 25.3%-38.0%

Connected Components (CC) 12.7%-20.6% 29.9%-35.5%

Single Source Widest Path (SSWP) 14.5%-20.0% 29.7%-38.4%

Neural Network (NN)[3] 13.5%-17.8% 28.2%-37.4%

Heat Simulation (HS) 14.5%-18.1% 27.6%-36.3%

Circuit Simulation (CS) 12.0%-18.8% 28.4%-35.5%

Table 2: CSR-based Virtual Warp-Centric method [12] for
graphs in Table 1: Minimum and maximum e�ciency of
global memory accesses and warp execution across all itera-
tions between all graphs.

In conclusion, even though CSR representation is a pop-
ular choice because of its space-e�ciency, high frequency of
non-coalesced memory accesses because of poor locality and
path divergence because of variable degree distribution of
real graphs, significantly limit its performance while pro-
cessing graphs on GPUs. In addition, the user is always
trapped in a trade-o↵ between intra-warp path divergence
and GPU underutilization which has a di↵erent best con-
figuration for di↵erent graphs. This motivates the need to
explore novel graph representations that are GPU friendly
and allow faster processing.

3. CUSHA GRAPH REPRESENTATIONS
In this section we discuss two graph representations that

result in improved coalescence in memory accesses and high
GPU utilization and hence achieve higher performance.

3.1 G-Shards
Representing a graph with shards has been shown to im-

prove I/O performance for disk based graph processing on a
shared memory system [14]. Since shards allow contiguous
placement of the graph data required by a subset of compu-
tations, G-Shards uses the shard concept to secure benefits
from coalesced accesses.
G-Shards presents a graph G as a set of shards where

each shard is an ordered list of incoming edges and each
edge e = (u, v) in the shard is represented by a 4-tuple:

• SrcIndex : Index of the source vertex u

• SrcValue: Content of source vertex u

• EdgeValue: Content or weight of the edge e

• DestIndex : Index of the destination vertex v

The set of shards used to represent a graph G exhibit the
following properties:

• Partitioned : V is partitioned into disjoint sets of ver-
tices and each set is represented by a shard such that
it stores all the edges whose destination is in that set.

• Ordered : The edges in a shard are listed based on in-
creasing order of their SrcIndex.

Figure 3(a) shows G-Shards representation for the graph
shown in Figure 2(a). We divide the vertex-set into two
groups so that Shard-0 has the list of edges whose destina-
tion is between 0 to 3 and Shard-1 has the list of edges whose

[Khorasani et al. 2014]



Data Layout and Memory Access Pattern

• G-Shard [Khorasani et al. 2014]
• Edges are partitioned into shards with 

disjoint sets of destination vertices
• Edges in a shard are ordered on SrcIndex
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(a) G-Shards representation of the graph
in Figure 2(a).

(b) Global memory accesses in-
side a shard in step 2.

(c) Global memory accesses in a window
in write-back stage (step 4).

Figure 3: G-Shards representation providing coalesced memory accesses.

destination is between 4 to 7. Note that within Shard-0 (and
Shard-1 ), the edges are sorted based on SrcIndex.

To facilitate e�cient processing of graphs on GPU us-
ing shards, G-Shards also maintains a separate array named
VertexValues which allows quick access to values of vertices.
Throughout the computation. VertexValues[i] represents
the most updated value of vertex vi.

Each shard is processed by a block in the GPU in 4 steps.
In step 1, the threads fetch the updated vertex values from
the VertexValues array to the shared memory of the block.
Consecutive threads of the block read consecutive elements
of VertexValues array; hence load requests coalesce into min-
imum number of transactions. In step 2, using the fetched
values, block threads process edges inside the shard in par-
allel. Figure 3(b) shows consecutive threads of the block
read consecutive shard entries residing in global memory
thus providing coalesced global memory loads. In step 3,
the threads write back the newly computed values to the
VertexValues array. This step is done in a similar manner as
step 1 except that reads are replaced by writes. Thus, global
memory stores in this step, similar to global loads in step
1, are satisfied by minimum number of write transactions
in memory controller. Step 4 (write-back stage) performs
the remaining task which is to propagate computed results
to other shards SrvValue array. To have coalesced global
memory accesses in write-back stage as well, we assign each
warp in the block to update necessary SrvValue elements in
one shard. Because of aforementioned Ordered property of
shards, elements in one shard that need to be read and writ-
ten by another shard are arranged contiguously. Figure 3(c)
shows consecutive threads inside a warp read consecutive
SrcIndex elements inside another shard and write to con-
secutive SrcValue elements; therefore memory accesses are
coalesced.

Thus, we observe that shard processing by threads of a
block on GPU involves fully coalesced global memory reads
and writes during all steps. Accesses to VertexValues in
steps 1 and 3, reading shard elements in step 2, and updating
regions of other shards in step 4 all become coalesced.

Each shard region whose elements need to be accessed and
updated together by another shard is called a computation

window. A computation window Wij , is the set of entries
in shard j that are involved during processing of shard i

such that, each edge in Wij has SrcIndex in the range of
vertex indices associated with shard i. This means that the
source vertices of all the edges in Wij belong to the vertex-
range a to b if shard i represents edges whose destination
vertices belong to the same range a to b. As an example,
di↵erent colors for entries in Figure 3(a) distinguish di↵erent
computation windows; the windows W0j are represented in
red (first two elements of shard-0 and first four elements
of shard-1) and windows W1j are represented in green for
0  j < 2. Intuitively, for a constant k, if number of shards
is p, the collection of edges in windows Wkj , 0  j < p,
completely represents the sub-graph induced over the subset
of vertices associated with shard k.

3.2 Concatenated Windows (CW)
G-Shards representation on GPU provides coalesced global

memory accesses to neighbor’s contents which was not achiev-
able by CSR. However, the performance can be limited by
various characteristics of input graphs. First, imbalanced
shard sizes can cause inter-block divergence. We found that
this e↵ect is insignificant because of the abundance of shards
to be processed that keeps the Streaming Multiprocessors
busy. Second, unbalanced window sizes can cause intra-
block/inter-warp divergence; however, due to similar reason,
we conclude that its impact is insignificant too. Finally,
sparse graphs lead to small window sizes which cause GPU
underutilization. This is mainly because most of the threads
within the warp are idle when entries for the computation
window are being processed by other threads. This makes
G-Shards representation on GPUs sensitive to window sizes;
in particular, smaller window sizes lead to ine�cient write-
back of updated values in the windows.

Next we show that the window size is mainly determined
by the size of the input graph, its sparsity, and the num-
ber of vertices assigned to shards. Let us consider a graph
G = (V,E) to be represented by |S| shards. The average

shard size (the number of edges in the shard) is |E|
|S| . Since

each shard has at most |S| windows (one for each shard), the

average window size becomes |E|
|S|2 . Assuming that a shard

[Khorasani et al. 2014]
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in Figure 2(a).
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Throughout the computation. VertexValues[i] represents
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updated together by another shard is called a computation
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shows an example of a graph and its CSR representation us-
ing its incoming edges. As we can see, the neighborhood of
vertex 2 (shown in green) is represented by VertexValues[1]
and VertexValues[7] and the sub-array EdgeValues[4:5].

To process graphs on GPUs, Virtual Warp-Centric tech-
nique [12] has been shown to perform better than other tech-
niques like [10]. Here, the physical warp is broken into 2,
4, 8 or 16 smaller virtual warps to control the trade-o↵ be-
tween GPU underutilization and path divergence. Process-
ing is done iteratively such that each iteration is performed
by a separate GPU kernel call. In each iteration, a virtual
warp handles the computation of a set of vertices. For each
vertex, threads within the virtual warp process the vertex
neighbors in parallel; each of its incoming edges is read and
processed by a separate thread in the virtual warp. Then,
parallel reduction technique [11] is used to calculate the new
vertex value. Even though Virtual Warp-Centric method
achieves faster graph processing compared to other tech-
niques, its performance is limited by two major phenomena:
high non-coalesced memory accesses; and high GPU under-
utilization & intra-warp path divergence. We elaborate upon
these drawbacks next.

Non-Coalesced Accesses: As discussed, SrcIndxs[i] and
SrcIndxs[i+ 1] represent non-consecutive indices in Vertex-
Values array. Hence, parallel reading of these values by
threads in a virtual warp leads to random non-coalesced
memory accesses requiring multiple ine�cient memory trans-
actions. Note that a major portion of graph processing is
reading these vertex structures over and over again, making
the problem very significant. Table 2 shows the average e�-
ciency of memory accesses for di↵erent applications. Global
memory access e�ciency essentially tells how well coalesced
global accesses are. Such low percentages of e�ciency in-
dicates that a great number of accesses were fulfilled using
greater than minimal number of transactions due to poor
locality of data of interest.

Underutilization & Intra-warp Divergence: Graph
processing is highly sensitive to the degrees of vertices in
the input graph. Processing of a low-degree vertex causes
threads within the virtual warp to remain idle, leading to
GPU underutilization. If we select a smaller virtual warp
size to decrease underutilization, di↵erent amounts of com-
putation load for threads inside the physical warp cause
intra-warp path divergence. Figure 1 shows that real world
graphs have a mix of low and high degree vertices. Ta-
ble 2 shows that the warp execution e�ciency is quite low
for eight graph applications on di↵erent input graphs. High
intra-warp divergence and GPU underutilization limit warp
execution e�ciency; thus, degrading the overall performance
of the GPU kernel.

Application Global Warp

Name Memory Execution

Accesses

Breadth-First-Search (BFS) 12.8%-15.8% 27.8%-38.5%

Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) 14.0%-19.6% 29.7%-39.4%

PageRank (PR)[23] 10.4%-14.0% 25.3%-38.0%

Connected Components (CC) 12.7%-20.6% 29.9%-35.5%

Single Source Widest Path (SSWP) 14.5%-20.0% 29.7%-38.4%

Neural Network (NN)[3] 13.5%-17.8% 28.2%-37.4%

Heat Simulation (HS) 14.5%-18.1% 27.6%-36.3%

Circuit Simulation (CS) 12.0%-18.8% 28.4%-35.5%

Table 2: CSR-based Virtual Warp-Centric method [12] for
graphs in Table 1: Minimum and maximum e�ciency of
global memory accesses and warp execution across all itera-
tions between all graphs.

In conclusion, even though CSR representation is a pop-
ular choice because of its space-e�ciency, high frequency of
non-coalesced memory accesses because of poor locality and
path divergence because of variable degree distribution of
real graphs, significantly limit its performance while pro-
cessing graphs on GPUs. In addition, the user is always
trapped in a trade-o↵ between intra-warp path divergence
and GPU underutilization which has a di↵erent best con-
figuration for di↵erent graphs. This motivates the need to
explore novel graph representations that are GPU friendly
and allow faster processing.

3. CUSHA GRAPH REPRESENTATIONS
In this section we discuss two graph representations that

result in improved coalescence in memory accesses and high
GPU utilization and hence achieve higher performance.

3.1 G-Shards
Representing a graph with shards has been shown to im-

prove I/O performance for disk based graph processing on a
shared memory system [14]. Since shards allow contiguous
placement of the graph data required by a subset of compu-
tations, G-Shards uses the shard concept to secure benefits
from coalesced accesses.
G-Shards presents a graph G as a set of shards where

each shard is an ordered list of incoming edges and each
edge e = (u, v) in the shard is represented by a 4-tuple:

• SrcIndex : Index of the source vertex u

• SrcValue: Content of source vertex u

• EdgeValue: Content or weight of the edge e

• DestIndex : Index of the destination vertex v

The set of shards used to represent a graph G exhibit the
following properties:

• Partitioned : V is partitioned into disjoint sets of ver-
tices and each set is represented by a shard such that
it stores all the edges whose destination is in that set.

• Ordered : The edges in a shard are listed based on in-
creasing order of their SrcIndex.

Figure 3(a) shows G-Shards representation for the graph
shown in Figure 2(a). We divide the vertex-set into two
groups so that Shard-0 has the list of edges whose destina-
tion is between 0 to 3 and Shard-1 has the list of edges whose



Workload Mapping

• Static Workload Mapping
• Low cost for load balancing
• Significant load imbalance in non-regular graphs

• Dynamic Grouping Workload Mapping [Merrill et al. 2012]
• Categorize vertices into three categories
• Vertex with a large number of incident edges

• the whole block cooperatively process the list of incident edges
• Vertex with a medium number of incident edges

• the threads of a warp cooperatively process the list of incident edges
• Vertex with a small number of incident edges

• A thread process the edge list sequentially
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Miscellaneous

• To avoid Branch Divergence
• Reduce the number of instructions executed by each cycle
• But may reduce the efficiency
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Some Experimental Results of Existing 
Systems
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Experimental Setup

• Hardware
• Tesla-based GPU (NVIDIA Tesla K20m with 5 GB device memory and 2496 CUDA 

cores)
• Two Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2670 CPUs, each at 2.60 GHz, with 8GB RAM

• Datasets
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Table II. Experimental datasets
Datasets Amazon DBLP RoadNet-CA WikiTalk Twitter YouTube
Vertices 735,322 986,286 1,965,206 5,533,214 41,652,229 1,134,890
Edges 5,158,012 6,707,236 5,533,214 5,021,410 1,468,365,167 2,987,624

Directivity directed undirected undirected directed directed undirected

ferring of the data can be overlapped with the execution of the kernel function, which
improves the system performance.

Modern GPUs can offer very high degree of parallelism when the graph processing
is regular. It is a great challenge to effectively exploit the parallelism potential of GPU.
In addition, the GPU memory is limited compared with the ever-increasing graph size.
Hence, we need to copy the data into and out of GPU during the graph processing. It
is another critical issue to design the efficient communication method between CPU
and GPU. Designing a suitable data layout can help tackle the above two issues. On
one hand, with a smart data layout, the graph processing algorithm can match the
graph data to the memory architecture of GPU and enable the regular memory access.
On the other hand, a well designed data layout can reduce the communication cost.
Two widely used techniques of speeding up the memory access are: i) coalescing the
memory access requests from a set of parallel threads, and ii) prefetching the unvisited
data to the memory to overlap communication with computation.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this survey, we implemented a few commonly used graph algorithms and conducted
experiments with these algorithms and a number of graph-processing frameworks. On
one hand, we compare the performance of the graph processing systems with different
types of graphs, such as graphs following the power-law and graphs with large diam-
eters. On the other hand, we compare the performance of different graph processing
algorithms when they are implemented with GPU- or CPU-based graph processing
frameworks respectively. This verifies the benefit of using GPU for graph processing.

5.1. Experimental Configurations
5.1.1. Experimental Datasets. The real world graphs have different characteristics. In

this section, we mainly focus on the typical graph datasets with comparable data for-
mat. In this paper, all the datasets are represented in the classic graph formalism
method [West et al. 2001]. V represents the collection of verities, E is the set of edges
which connect the vertices, and G = (V,E) represents the graph. There is an edge be-
tween vertex u and v only when the two vertices are connected. In addition, the edge
is presented as e = (u, v) or e =< u, v > for undirected or directed graphs, respectively.
Both directed and undirected graphs are considered in this paper.

Considering the characteristics of power-law and large diameter in real world
graphs, we select six graphs with different structures and a varying number of ver-
tices and edges. All six graphs are shown in table II. All the graphs are stored in a
plain text file and all the graph data are organized by a processing-friendly format
without indices. In the file, the integers are used to identify the vertices, with a line
storing one vertex. For the undirected graphs, the vertex ID and the adjacency list are
included, while for the directed graph, the vertex ID and two adjacency lists, which
correspond to the incoming and outgoing edges, are included in a vertex line.

The number of vertices and edges in the selected graph datasets are shown in Table
II. The graphs are selected from diverse sources, including e-business, social network,
citation link and other sources of real world graphs with different sizes and graph
metrics. The degree of the graphs ranges from 2 to 1663. The graphs are extracted from
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Execution Time (milliseconds)
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Table III. Execution Time (in milliseconds)
Algorithm System Amazon DBLP RoadNet-CA Wiki-Talk Twitter YouTube

BFS

TOTEM 26.91 42.6 425.51 34.9 NULL 42.23
Frog 11.68 7.64 232.99 4.86 NULL 5.7

CuSha 27.914 19.66 374.956 2.984 NULL 0.254
Medusa 19.099 7.051 201.357 4.698 NULL 5.276

GunRock 5.6936 3.792 8.2052 6.244 9.2232 8.324
GraphChi 606.797 939.039 909.198 3362.79 658.124 NULL

PR

TOTEM 21.86 34.06 56.39 70.82 NULL 44.99
Frog 35.52 49.61 22.78 38.13 NULL 17.91

CuSha 28.013 19.748 374.873 2.987 NULL 0.253
Medusa 278.587 567.612 317.532 8757.567 NULL 2739.184

GunRock 62.6958 60.57 49.536 55.8162 62.244 58.086
GraphChi 557.177 719.923 963.803 1018.5 640.803 519.538

SSSP

TOTEM 41.82 27.43 821.39 57.55 NULL 13.12
Frog 16.45 12.63 50.08 12.2 NULL 11.16

CuSha 27.923 19.768 375.811 2.971 NULL 0.3
Medusa 3.276 4.713 1.881 57.273 NULL 18.411

GunRock 15.6443 13.3024 7.3367 10.904 13.8771 11.6144
GraphChi 475.702 634.708 641.975 858.323 NULL 455.166

CC

TOTEM 48.3 45.07 1421.82 99.39 NULL 25.7
Frog 8.88 9.47 103.54 11.3 NULL 7.51

CuSha 27.905 19.7 375.988 2.991 NULL 0.252
GunRock 23.403883 23.454189 25.617838 23.898125 25.456905 23.092031
GraphChi 1490.21 1905.63 1923.72 2338.4 NULL 1403.35

Note:Null means that the system can not process such dataset.

source code of these graph-processing engines given by the authors directly. The ex-
periments were all conducted on RedHat 4.4.5-6.

5.2. Experiment Results
In order to identify the types of dataset and algorithms that can be processed effi-
ciently on GPU, we first conduct the experiments and compare the runtime of different
algorithms with different datasets. The experimental results are shown in Table III.
Table III shows that, even though graph has an irregular structure and GPU performs
the best with regular data access, the tested algorithms achieve better performance
on GPU than on CPU. The difference in performance between Wiki-Talk and Twitter
indicates that the situation becomes worse as the data size increases. In PageRank,
the updated vertices need to send their values to the neighboring vertices before the
next iteration begins. Therefore, the communication cost plays an important role in
the performance of PageRank. As we have discussed in section 2.2, the GPU device is
connected to the host through the PCIe bus. But the PCIe bandwidth is limited. This
is the reason why the situation deteriorates when the data size becomes bigger than
the GPU memory. In comparison, Amazon, DBLP, Wiki-Talk, YouTube and Twitter are
power-law graphs, while RoadNet-CA is a graph with a large diameter and almost the
same degree for each vertex. The performance between RoadNet-CA and the datasets
indicate that the acceleration effect with sparse graph is not as high as with power-law
graphs.

In order to investigate the types of data layout, memory access pattern, workload
mapping and some other factors such as the branch divergence, we measure the mem-
ory throughput, the active warp in every SM cycle, load efficiency of the global memory,
memory copy time, and the bank-conflict of the systems. The results are listed in Table
IV–IX. We analyze the results in these tables from the following four perspectives.

5.2.1. Data Layout. We measured the ratio of the requested global memory throughput
to acquired global memory throughput (also called gst efficiency) of each system. Val-
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Table IV. Ratio of Requested Global Memory Store Throughput to Required Global Memory Store Through-
put(%)

Algorithm System Amazon DBLP RoadNet-CA Wiki-Talk Twitter YouTube

BFS

TOTEM 62.021 51.1614 55.3328 47.18 NULL 44
Frog 16.3775 16.3175 15.5975 9.9425 NULL 14.33

CuSha 73.35 71.53 80.74 41.9 NULL 0
Medusa 14.17 14.57 10.6 11.28 NULL 14.46

GunRock 69.75 71.34875 68.51 69.72 69.35 68.735

PR

TOTEM 69.375 64.5825 71.25 71.415 NULL 70.09
Frog 16.3775 16.3175 15.5975 9.9425 NULL 14.33

CuSha 73.33 71.13 80.74 41.9 NULL 0
Medusa 71.797 71.283 71.39 70.87 NULL 70.86

GunRock 90.61 90.54 90.58 90.56 90.48 90.475

SSSP

TOTEM 39.7575 30.8925 40.7525 29.5575 NULL 27.82
Frog 16.3775 16.3175 15.5975 9.9425 NULL 14.33

CuSha 73.35 71.12 80.75 41.9 NULL 0
Medusa 66.95 66.49 67.31 66.687 NULL 64.71

GunRock 79.97 80.05 79.46 77.26 77.86 74.83

CC

TOTEM 63.65 59.84 57.81 58.687 NULL 58.24
Frog 16.3775 16.3175 15.5975 9.9425 NULL 14.33

CuSha 73.35 71.12 80.75 41.9 NULL 0
GunRock 73.57 65.88 73.93 74.27 74.21 74.25

Note:Null means that the system can not process such dataset.

ues greater than 100% indicate that, on average, multiple threads in a warp access the
same memory address. In other words, the gst efficiency indicates whether the data is
aligned or not. The result is listed in Table IV. From this table, we can see that Gun-
Rock and CuSha have higher gst efficiency on all the datasets and algorithms than any
other systems, which indicates that GunRock and CuSha have a better organization of
the graph data (the experiments in section 5.2.2 can also draw a similar conclusion).

5.2.2. Memory Access Pattern. In order to investigate the memory access patterns of the
systems, we first measured the ratio of the memory copy time to the whole execution
time as Table V. Both the data copying from the host to the device and from the device
to the host are measured in our experiment.

Table V shows Medusa have higher host-to-device memory copying ratio than any
other systems with BFS and SSSP on Amazon, DBLP and RoadNet-CA. We can also
conclude that Frog have higher device-to-host memory copying than other systems, ex-
cept SSSP and CC with RoadNet-CA on TOTEM and SSSP with YouTube on Medusa,
from this table. This is because, in the computation phase, the communication of Frog
is overlapped with GPU computation. But when the computation is completed, Frog
needs to transfer the computation result to the host for combination. This is why Frog
has the highest device-to-host memory copying ratio. By using the Edge-Message-
Vertex (EMV) model, Medusa decouples the single vertex API into several separate
APIs which improves the processing efficiency, but on the other hand it also leads to
more memory copying operations. By using the G-shard technology in CuSha, the ver-
tices are sorted in every shard and the shard can be disconnected. By using this tech-
nology, the communication can be completely overlapped with the computation phase
when CuSha sends the result back to the host. This is why CuSha has the lowest
host-to-device memory copying ratio than other systems.

The global memory throughput is shown in Table VI and the ratio of active warps
to the total warps in a single SM in shown in Table VII. Coalesced memory access
has the highest impact on throughput, moreover, misaligned data format and non-
coalesced memory access will lead to too much unnecessary load operations. Table VII
and Table VI show that Frog and Medusa have higher throughput and active occu-
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Opportunities
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Graph processing on hybrid systems

• GPU- enabled clouds, GPU clusters and CPU/GPU hybrid systems
• How to partition the graph and the corresponding processing workload
• Out-of-core data management techniques to solve the problem of limited

memory size of a GPU
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Graph processing on new GPU architecture

• Unified Memory
• Simplify the complex memory allocation problem

• NVLink
• can communicate with a CPU and other GPUs directly via high-bandwidth connections

(5-12x speed-ups over PCIe)

• 3D stacked memory
• can expand the GPU memory by multiple folds
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Dynamic graph processing on GPUs

• Graph structure can be updated frequently in runtime
• New challenges to designing data layout and achieving good memory 

access patterns
• Dynamically maintain balanced workload mapping
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